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ABSTRACT

A finite difference solution of one-dimensional unsteady
isentropic compressible flow equations is presented. The
computer program has been tested by solving some cases of
the Riemann shock tube problem. Predictions are in good
agreement with those presented by other authors. Some
inaccuracies [Day be attributed to the wave smearing
consequent of the finite-difference treatment.

SOMMARIO

Si descrive un metodo alle difference finite per la
soluzione delle equazioni che regolano II deflusso
unidirezionale non stazionario di un fluido comprimibile In
condizioni isentropiche. Sono anche riportati alcuni esempi
di applicazione del metodo in questions al classico problema
del tubo di shock (o problema di Riemann). I risultati sono
in buon accordo con altri similari gial disponibili In
letteratura ed ottenuti con metodi differenti 1 confronts
evidenzia un difetto comune a tutti metodi alle difference
finite: vale a dire, Ilimpossibilital di localizzare
esattamente le superfici di discontinuital presenti nel
campo di moto del fluido.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Shock tubes are widely used in experiments as means to
simulate the rapid interaction of two masses of a
compressible fluid held at initially different pressure and
density conditions.

A shock tube (Fig. is a long channel of uniform
cross-section, divided by a diaphragm at some cross-section
along its length. This diaphragm separates high-pressure
from low-pressure gas; consequently, wen the diaphragm is
artificially broken, the pressure difference sets both
bodies of gas i mion a shock wave runs into and
compresses the low-pressure gas, while an expansion wave
moves into te igh-pressure gs, lowering its pressure.

The processes resulting from the breakage of the
diaphragm are typical one-dimensional unsteady
compressible-flow processes. They can be subjected to
different computational approaches (e.g., analytical,
finite-differences, finite-elements, method of
characteristics).

In ts report the emphasis is on a finite-difference
approach. A numerical scheme of solution to te sock tube
problem (also called te iemann problem) is given, and some
computed results are presented. These results look
reasonably accurate, when compared with similar results
obtained by other ivestigators.
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2. DIFFEkENTIAL EArioNS

The difter-ential euations Lo be solved epress the three
conservation laws f one-dimensional compressible flow
under iselitropic cond i Li ns (i.e., with viscous and
conduction effects negiected):

ConservaLio o as continuity equation)

6V/3 = -)(Yu)/6x

Conservation of momentum (EuIer equation)

6(yu)/3t = )Yuu)/�x - �P/�x

Coristervation o trmal eriergy Oourier euation)

= -3(�uc,,r)/�x + p r p/(�t + u )p/�x)

Here he independent variables are abscissa x and Lime L.
The unknowns ae: vlocity u, pressure p and temperature r.
� IIS density, is t specific heat a constant pressure,
and is te volume coefficient of expansion of the fluid.
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3. AUXILIARY ELATIONS

To close the equation-set ore relations are needed,
which express: the boundary conditions, te initial
conditions and the equation of sate of he fluid.

Boundary conditions

With reference to Fig. I the boundary conditions for te
problem are:

u=O

t)T/ x o

for x=O and x=L L at ay istan L.
1 2

Initial conditions

AL time t=O te values are known of:

u=u.(x)

P=P.(X)

T=TS (x

for < x < L L
1 2

Equation of state

The equation of state expresses as unctio of
pressure and emperature:

P T)

For our purposes we'assume te ideal-gas law:

.�=P/(RT)-

where R is the gas con'stants, whicti obeys h following
relation:



R=c -c
p v

(cv is te specific hat at constant volume).

Let be te ratio of specific heaLs of the gas:

�= /C
p v

then p and ev can be expressed as functions of R and

c

p

c
v

For instance, i te case of air we have:

R =2B7,1 J/(kg K)

=,4

C 1005 J/(kg K)

p

c 716 J/(kg K).
v

Finally, we reatember that for ideal gases the volume
coefficient of expansion a absolute Lemperature T is:

= T
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4. FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS

The above equations, with appropriate initial and
boundary conditions., are solved by a finite-diffepence
procedure which is described here only in outline.

The grid layout used is a staggered grid system where the
velocity componewits are stored midway between adjacent grid
nodes whilst all te other variables (pressure, temperature,
density) are stored at te grid nodes themselves, as
illustrated i Fig. 2.

The finite difference counterparts of the differential
equations are obtained as follows.

Integration of the partial differential equation
goIverning the transport of each-variable is performed, for
each location of te variable, over the control volume that
encloses ts location. So, control volume 2 holds for te
momentum euation (velocity) and control volume I for te
other equations.

These integrations are performed after making
presumptions about te manner in wich te variable is
distributed between gid nodes. For most purposes we assume
that te variable uder consideration varies in a stepwise
mariner between grid points; however, for the interpolation
of convection terms te upwind-difference scheme is used.
This sheme assumes te upwind value to be convected through
the faces of.a control volume, instead of te average of two
neighbourring values of the convected property.

Since an usteady pheyiomeT)On is under study, we should
consider the values o each variable at the beginning of a
time step (Which are known), and those at te end of te
step (which are to be calculated). A fully-implicit scheme
is used, which means that the value of te variable
appearing i the convection terms is taken to be the
(unknown) value at te end of the time step.

The result of these operations is an algebraic equation
for each grid location, representing the discretized form of
each balance equation, over he control volume corresponding
to tat location. Therefore we leave a set of three algebraic
equations for each nde, which take the following frms:

Equation of continuity

When Integrated over te control vume I in Fig,. 2 this
equation becomes:
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)& /t u
P PO P e e w w

Here t is te time step, index denotes te value at
the beginning of the time step, and SxP is te distance
xe-xw.

Equation of motion

Integration of this equation over te control volume 2
yields:

a (u U a W -u a (u -u + p -p
PO P PO E P E W W e 

where:

a = 6 /t
PO PO P

a = max(-R 
E e e

a = ax( u
W w w

Equation of energy

In this case integration over control volume I sill
applies, wch yields:

a (T -T a -T ) a T -'F b /c
PO P PO E P E W W P p



wi th:

a = Sx /(St
PO PO p

a = max(-? u
E e e

a = mx( 0)
w w w

b = (p -p )6x /t p Cmax(u , ) + max(-u , )l
p p PO p p e w

- p max(-u , 0 - p max(u , 0 - p (u -u
E e w w P e w
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S. METHOD OF SOLUTION

The numerical solution of the set of equations given
above proceeds as follows (Fig. 3:

i) At each time step, values of the field variables are
guessed. These values (starred variables) are taken to be
the nes obtained from the previous time step.

2) Te coefficients a and b in te differential equations
are evaluated.

3) The momentum equation is solved to give ew us.

4) The u's will not satisfy te continuity equation unless
the pressure field as been initially guessed correctly,
whic i general is ot te case. Terefore, pressure and
velocity correction p and u are computed whose purpose is
to yield suitable adjustments to te pressure and velocity
fields such that the resulting fields will progressively get
closer to satisfying te continuity equation. A variant of
the Newton-Raphson ethod is used for this purpose.

5) The p and u-values are then adjusted accordingly.

6) The eergy equation is solved to obtain T The density is
then calculated from te ew pressures and temperatures.

7) Te errors in mass and energy-balances are calculated at
each grid node.

8) A new iteration with te updated values is started if the
solution is not converged.

9) Otherwise, time is increased and the whole procedure is
repeated.



6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

For tile purpose of esting te accuracy of the
finite-diff 'erence scheme, pedictions ave been ade of some
flows fr wich aialytical/numerical soiutions,.as well as
expe .rimental results already exist. The fluid is air for all
the cases under consideration.

Example I

The first example is taken from he classical book by
Landau 1 For tis poblem the initial ditions are (see
Fig. 1):

LI= 5 m L2= 5 m
ul= 0 M/s u2= 0 m/s
pi= 107 N/m2 P2= i06 N/m2

?I= 0.1 kg/m3 R2= 0.01 kg/m3.

The calculations were performed on an uniform mesh of 100
nodes, wereas te te step was 2 W6 s. Fig. 4 hows te
pressure profile computed a Lime t= 2 10-'4- s. It Is clear
tbat the pressure difference in the two gase divei a
compression wave into the less dense gas, while a
rarefaction moves into te more dense gas. Te wave pfile
in the cpression region becomes almos a vertical line. In
oLher words, a drastic change in p can be found acroR a
very short distance. This is, in fact, a shock wave.

The comparison with te theoretical solution Fig 4.

shows thatboth the location and te agnitude ut he shock
are well pedicted by te numerical model. Some smearing of
the sarp features of the pressure wave is evident i Fig.

4. This smearing which Is a feature of all finite-difference
treatments not utilizing specially fitted, complex and
expensive grid configurations, Cain be reduced, but not
eliminated, by, the use of fner meshes.

Example 2

This example is taken from the'Paper by Srinivasan 2-I.
The initial onditions re,.
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LI= 3046 L2= 304 m
ul= 0 nils u2= 0 m/s
pl= 764 105 N/m2 P2 96 104 N/m2
T = 9 0 4 K r2= 290.4 K.

In the computations from wich the following results
were derived, the liniLe-difference gid possessed 60 ndal
points, unifoimly saced, whereas the ie sep was .5 ms.

Fig. 5a-c) shows he pressurevelociLy arid temperature
profiles in the sck tube, 5 ms after rupturing te

diaphragm. Soule results given by Srinivasan are superposed
ill the same figure. It is evident tat there is little
difference between is arid the preseriL predictions.

A remarkable feature in Fig. 5(c) is te appearance of
orie (Bore discontinuity i he temperature profile. 'rhis is
the contact discontinuity, wich call be explained as
follows. Wen at =O, the diaphragm is suddenly removed,
to te left of te contact line, gas expansion causes a
reduc in ill temperature, whereas to the right of the
contact line, te cmpression wave raises te temperatur of
the gas. Therefore, at he contact ie there will be a

temperature discontinuity, which traits behind te shock It
is evident that the nurneuical ulethod is not able Lo ocate
the contact discontinuity precisely i a a considerable
silleal-ing exists.

Example 3

The third example is te problem used by Sod i order to
compare different numerical methods 31.

The initial contrition are defined by:

LI= 0.5 m L2= 0.5 m
ul= 0 m/s u2= 0 m/s
VI= 1.0 kg/m3 �2= 0.125 kg/m3
El= 2.5 J/kg E2= 2.0 J/kg.

Internal energy (for uit mass) E=cv T was chosen here
as field variable istead of temperature.

'rhe alculations were performed on an uiform esh of 100
nodes and te iEne tep was I is.

In Fig 6a-d) te results are shown a =0.20 s arid
compared with tse of Sod. As in te evious examples, the
initial discontinuity in tis problem breaks into a hock
wave and a rarefaction wave. In between, a contact
discontinuity appears, both in te temperature ad in te
density profiles.



Example 4

The last example is taken again from the paper by
Srinivasan 2 For tis poblem the iitial conditions are:

LI= 0.8128 m L2= 1.2192 La

ul= 0 M/s u2= 0 m/s
PI= 1.96 IOS N/m2 p2= 9.80 10it N/m2
TI= 293.52 K T2= 293.52 K.

The present predictions we-re performed using 51 nodal
points and a time step 1- S.

Fig. 7(a-d) presents te time-dependent variation of some
sele-eted quantities up to 6 ms after rupture of te
diaphragm: i.e.,
- the variations in pressure and velocity a the idpoint of

the sock tube (x± 1. (1 in) 
- te pressure variation at the point'located at x=1.4 
from te left end;
- the pressure variation at te low pressure ed.

Good agreement is displayed with te results given in
L21.
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-7. CONCLUDING PEMARKS

It has been shown tat a finite-difference approac is
capable of poducing computational shemes of good overall
accuracy for the umerical solution of problems governed by
the one-dimensional usteady isentropic compressible flow
equations.

The deficiency of he present method, like the other
finite-difference formulations, may be traced to the effect
of te smearing of the pressure waves across he sharp
discontinuities existing in the flowfield Ts is a
consequence of the failure of te finite-difference formulae
to account for te discontinuities of derivatives of
variables, which is a eature of his type of flow.
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